
WHEEL #4: PARTS OF THE SELF - WHOLENESS & INTEGRATION

Ego/self 
(Conscious Mind)

  Anima/Animus          
          Shadow Characters

* Aspects of ourselves that we’ve 
learned are unacceptable:

* The Jealous One
* The Envious One
* Anger and Rage

Tool: Learning to meet all of our 
shadow parts with compassion and 
curiosity; Thich Naht Hanh

      Unlived Lives

Child/Adolescent Self

* Carries the memories 
and experiences of 
the child and 
adolescent selves

* These selves can be 
healthy and loving or 
can erupt into their 
more scared, 
petulant sides. 

* Child is also the 
divine child: our pure, 
feeling, essential self

* We must generally 
choose one life. What 
happens to the other 
lives that go unlived?

* The bohemian artist 
living in a loft in New 
York

* The single traveler who 
roams the world

* The forever bachelor

Robert Johnson’s story in 
Inner Work about his 
inner Beach Bum

* Anima is a man’s 
inner feminine 

* Animus is a woman’s 
inner masculine

* Meaning “soul”, these 
characters, often 
represented in 
dreams as lovers, are 
the parts of ourselves 
that, when invited into 
consciousness, guide 
us toward wholeness.

 Resistance

  Protector Characters    
(Fear)                    

* Learning to discern 
between when to 
honor resistance and 
when to push through 
it.

“Meeting the Resistance”
“Compassion for the 
Resistance"

* Judgement/Inner Critic
* The Bully
* The Checker (hypervigilent)
* The Inner Bitch or Jerk
* The Controller
* Good Girl/Boy
* The Caretaker
* The Perfectionist

Underneath is fear, 
vulnerability, and feeling 
unworthy and out of control. 

Loving Parent/Wise Self

* Loving, clear, wise parts of 
ourselves that sit at the helm of our 
inner ship and guide the journey.

* Without a loving parent or Wise 
Self at the helm, you will live in a 
nearly chronic anxious state, just as 
a child would if she/he didn’t have a 
loving, clear-headed parent 
holding, guiding, and attuning. 

Self (largely 
informed by the 
unconscious)
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